The impact of ocean coupling on landfalling hurricanes is studied using a coupled hurricane-ocean model with idealized atmospheric and oceanic conditions. We focus here on coastal sea surface temperature responses and their effects on hurricanes during landfall. We find that given the ocean thermal stratification, the hurricaneinduced sea surface cooling is nearly independent of the ocean depth as long as the ocean is considerably deeper than the mixed layer. After the storm center moves inland, the near-surface processes around the storm core area are influenced by the sea surface cooling behind and on the right side of the storm track via reduction of near-surface entropy advection into this area. The impact of ocean coupling is generally limited to the early times after landfall and nearly disappears after the hurricane center reaches about 200 km inland.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the effects of ocean coupling on landfalling hurricanes using a coupled hurricaneocean model. Previous studies [Tuleya and Kurihara 1978 
Methodology
The GFDL/URI coupled hurricane-ocean system described in Bender and Ginis (2000) is used for our in- For convenience, the initial longitudinal position of the vortex is set to be zero. In the primary set of experiments land surface wetness, a simple coefficient representing the surface evaporation effectiveness, and land surface temperature are assumed to be fixed in time.
Land surface wetness is set to 0.3 and the land and initial ocean surface temperatures are set to 28.5øC. Land surface roughness of 25cm is used in all cases. The initial vertical temperature profile in the ocean is shown in Fig. 3b and represents a typical structure of the coastal waters at the northern Gulf Mexico in September. In most of the experiments the ocean depth is set to 500 m, but ocean depths varying from 100 m to 1000 m are also applied to investigate the sensitivity of hurricaneinduced SST anomalies to ocean depth. Note that according to observations, the water column in summer is usually well stratified over the continental shelf, even in very shallow water areas with depths less than 100 m.
Results
and discussion When the hurricane moves further inland (Fig. 2(b) ), the SST anomaly contours do not extend westward as much as would be in the control case.
A set of sensitivity experiments was also performed using the same conditions as in the experiment shown in Fig. 2 (full velocity minus the depth-averaged) velocity vary significantly for different ocean depths (Fig. 3(a) ), the vertical shear of the velocity, [dr 7•-I which is primarily responsible for turbulent mixing and thus sea surface cooling, remains almost the same (Fig. 3(b) ). We now consider hurricane intensity change due to air-sea interaction during landfall. In terms of hydrostatic balance, applied in the GFDL hurricane model, the surface pressure drop from the environment to the storm center and thus the hurricane intensity is determined by the atmospheric thermal state difference above. The hurricane-induced sea surface cooling is typically localized near and behind the hurricane core and has negligible influence on the overall sounding in the environment. However, the sea surface cooling under the hurricane core affects the air thermal state above by reducing the surface heat fluxes underneath the core. For this reason, high correlation exists between the magnitude of sea surface cooling under the hurricane core and the hurricane intensity reduction [Emanuel, 1999; Shen et al, 2000] . The cool wake behind the core also influences the thermal state in the core by reducing the low-level entropy advection inward. This is the way by which the cooled ocean surface behind the hurricane affects the hurricane intensity after landfall. Fig. 5(a) shows the differences in the surface thermodynamic disequilibrium between the coupled and uncoupled cases, corresponding to the SST changes shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is seen that the ocean coupling affects the surface thermodynamic disequilibrium over both the ocean and the Fig. 5(a) ). Related to these surface disequilibrium differences are the surface heat flux differences in these regions ( Fig. 5(b) ). There is a heat flux increase on the right side due to the increased surface thermodynamic disequilibrium. This heat flux increase is found to be dominated by the surface evaporation. As the hurricane moves further inland, the impact of the cooled ocean on the near-surface processes and surface heat fluxes in the core area quickly diminishes. 
